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Dr. Albert Sabin
Charleston
March 8, 1975--side B

Q ... has serendipity played in your work?

A I will not assume that your understanding of serendipity

and my understanding of serendipity and the under:3tanding of

many other people is the same. I will say what I understand

.by serendipity.

As we know, the word is derived from the fairy tale of the

.. three princes of Serend1'p-'The usual dictionary definition for

it is "the faculty of finding valuable or agreeable things not

sought for." Before I answer the role that it's played in my

work, I would like to read into the record an interesting com-
r-

mentary of Ren~ Dubos contained in one of his ert i cles in a

Symposium entitled "Research in the Service of Man." It's a

symposium in which we both participated.

He had the following to say about the concept of serendipity:

in the scientific endeavor. "When Walter B. Cannon borrowed the

word serendipity from Horace Walpole, he used it merely to

"symbolize the fact that scientific investigators are likely to

discover many interesting facts other than the ones they are

looking for. Oddly enough, this simple concept has been given

so·much importance and dignity during the past fe~T decades, that

it has become a dominant scientific philosophy. If one were to
judge from much recent writing,(and recent, .i.nc i.derrt.a Ll.y , this

applies to 1966,) the justification for doing research on almost

any subject is the statistical chance of achieving by accident

useful and practical results. It would be out of place here to

I ~
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discuss the historical f~lacies on which this belief is based.

I cannot refrain, however, from stating my view-~this is still

Dubos talking~-that the cult of serendipity is based on an

erroneous interpretation of the history of sci erice , And further-

more, amounts to an abdication of intellectual and ethical

responsibility. Serendipity is the equivo~ent of Stephen Vincent

Benet's line 'We don't know where we are going, but we are on our

way. '" (He continues--Dubos continues~- "Findinq and recognizin-g

the value of things unsought is of course, pari: and parcel of the

investigator's life." I'll not go on with the rest, but I'll

take off here to indicate how it was part and parcel of my life.

When I came to work at the Rockefeller Enss t i,tute, I studied
--
J

the progression of viruses in the nervous system from the point
of in,noculation. During the course of that work, I used to dissect

out the brains of guinea pigs, 'and in~oculate different parts into

mice to test for the presence of the virus I was studying whether

it was vesicular stomatitis or equine encephalomyelitis, and also

to determine the amount. During the course of this work, I found

some mice that became sick and died in a way that I did not expect

from the innoculated virus. Since I am always curious about
l~ .unexpected phenomena, I follow through on this and dlscovered

I was not dealing with another virus that I might have picked
ol~

up from the guinea pigs, and since I was ~c trained as a

pathologist and accustomed to examining tissues in different
"waysr I discovered, that apparently there was i.n it a protozoan

parasite that was completely strange to me. And moreover, the

-. ;......•..~,., .
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way we used to preserve brain tissue in those days for let's say,

subsequent study of viruses, by putting it in glycerine--when I

put this stuff in glycerine, then went back, it was gone. So,

something was obviously not like a virus or even like bacteria.

At any rate, to make a long story short, we had known about

h 1, (O/V\I:'-(~l'" h d b ..:J hiencep a ltzoan clrrlcu 1 ln t ose ays, ut as I pursue'A t lS, I

came to the conclusion that this most resembled what had been

previously desctibed in Africa and France and by others--as

toxoplasma. Toxoplasma had never before been isolated or reported

to have been isolated from the united States. Now, I could very

well have been single-minded in my pursuit of my work,other work

and said the hell with it, this interfered with my work. But I

was curious enough because it didn't grow in any ordinary media.

It had the properties of an obligate intercelluJ.ar parasite.

I was intrigued. Because here wa s a large protozoan parasite

that shared some of the properties of the tiny virus~~ So, I

decided to study more of its properties. As I studied more and

went on, there came out a report of some fatal cases that were

studied in Columbian Presbyterian Medical Center by Dr. Wolf, and

his associates, which were attributed to--or interpreted--this

was just on histologic section--to be encephalot~zoan of man.

Encephalotozoan really has nothing in common with toxoplasma.6...J~
~s I Loolse d at the sections. I compared t:he--they were

published--and I compare them with the sections that I saw in
"mice-~and I should say as an aside here that toxoplasma in sections

look altogether than they do on impression smears stained with
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giemsa and so on. I said "My God, these two look alike." That's

when I got in touch with Wolf, Abner Wolf and showed them the

stuff and suggested that the next time a case like that comes

along, it ought to be innoculated into mice. to see whether you've
got a pathogenic organism.

To make a long story short, this started me off on a side

career in toxoplasmosis. Not only the study of its basic
lM.f;....v

properties, its obligated to cellular parasite, its pathogenicity,

the immunology, but also its role in human disease. I continued
to study it later, and years later developed a test which.

Before I developed the test, at any rate, it helped to illuminate,

to bring this into ultimate' e·stablishment as the cause of very

specific clinical manifestations in man and it's something that

I continued up until about 1950. So this is one example of

serendipity, of working on something else, I encounter something

I don't know, I follow through, identify, follow.

Whether or not the thing would have been elucidated if I

hadn't come across this, is another matter--It might have taken

ten more years. But the point is, for me, seredipity brought me

toxoplasmosis as a field of work, to which I could make some
contribution.

Second example: As I was working again with, was chasing

neurotropic visuses through the nervous system of mice, now,
I, ~n sub-innoculation I run into it again--a

"phenomenon that doesn't look like the virus I was studying. The

mice developed big heads, and so on. To make a long story short,
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I follow through, and it turns out to be caused by an organism

.that.~ at that time called pleuropneumonia like. Now it:,.

is called mycoplasma. Again, I was fascinated by some of the

phenomena. Without going into the, because it's a story by

itself, as I began to study it more and more, and grew it in

cultures--because it did grow--I discovered by in10culating

this organism in material by different routes, that some of the

strain had extraordinary properties. One particular strain

I had grown it out in a proper culture medium, when it was

that I isolated from the brain of the mouse by accident, after

innoculated by any route in mice it didn't do very much, but

when It was given intravenously, it produced almost the precise

picture of rheumatoid arthritis. I mean, nothing in the

fascinated.
ha~ ever been published of approximated this. I was

tLs ~~~
Again, I was trained in ~y, I sectioned the

literature

whole joints completely, which with the help of the excellent

technician, Mr. Tyler--Not Max--it's spelled differently T-y-I-e-r.

This led to the whole interesting new study of an experimental
of human

disease approximating in almost every detailArheumatoid arthritis.

Other strains had a tendency to local~ie in the heart, and produce

a toxin, an exotoxin, which had a special affinity for the posterier

lobe of the cerebellum, for example--exotoxin. So, there were

many interesting things, and because of this, I spent quite a

number of years of my life in trying to determin,e whether "these

organisms could playa role in human rheumatoid arthritis.
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It was an interesting aside here. I am just going to mention

in passing that Dr. Homer Swift and his group working .in the

hospital of the Rockefeller Institute for years, and almost with

a conviction that in one way or another, the streptococcus

played a role in rheumatic fever, also rheumatoid arthritis,

felt so uncertain about that hypothesis that when I called him

and some of his associates to my animal room, to show them the

gression from joint to joint and the histology, without telling

me anything, ~e went to work with one of his associates, and

mice with these typical enlargements of the joints and the pro-

published very quickly without showing me anything beforehand,

a paper in which it was maintained that a pleuropneumonia like

organism was isolated from the pericardial fluid of p~c

~erdit±s-and so on.
It was unfortunate but it almost one of the things that

led me to leave the 'Rockefeller Institute because it was--i t

turned out to be a mistake on their part. But I could have

this in human disease. Of course, other people picked it up.

easily stopped it, because I could have proved 1:hat by passing

the material through mice, they picked up a mous e-iqrown
..2-FC/

pneumonia like organism which I could type, e~~--but--I did

not give this up until after several more years of work in

Cincinnati when I found that I could find no evidence at all of

There is still no evidence. But at any rate, s(~rendipity brought

me in touch with this group of organisms which I studied !n

detail. I wrote a long review. And some very fascinating

phenomenon came out of it.
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I already told you the story of how, quite by accident,

I discovered the laws of resistance, inherited resistance, to

certain viruses. Just by virtue of the fact that I happened

to work in the Princeton Laboratory of the Rockefeller Institute

that had a different out-bred strain of mice than they ha~ at

the Rockefeller Institute at New York. If I hadn't done that,

I never would have discovered such clean-cut models of 100%
~Ytu...

survival, 100% death with which it was possible'to do beautiful

experiments of in-breeding and do typical genetic experiments.

That's another example.

Q Now, let me ask you a question. You work w i,th a mouse and

this mouse not only may have a virus III.

A Virus Ill's not mice. Virus Ill's in rabbits. Alright,

another virus.

Q Other viruses. The mouse seems prolific of having a--

A It has its own species of microbial life associated with it.

Q Now, doesn't this create an extraordinary difficulty for the

investigator?

A There is nothing in the scientific endeavor, and excuse me

for being pontifical or philosophical,-but it is free of

difficulties.

The problem is what the investigator does with it. He

either recognizes those difficulties and learns how to control

them, finds a new phenomena out of it, moves on to some otper

way of working, or he allows it to produce results, to lead him

to think that he's gotten results which are completely
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erroneously interpreted. Everything depends on what the investigator
does with it. I think it is not only limited t.oworking with

-,, '

animals, in biological experiments, or experimental pathology.

I am sure it is also true of molecular biology as I see it

j
developing now. It is also true in the world of physics and

other phenomena. There are always things that nature has that

we, by our patterns, and existing knowledge cannot possib19~

foreseeal)d.we have' to deal with it. So working with experimental

animals that have certain pathogenic agents, or non-pathogenic

agents, for them at least, which become pathogenic ~or others,

that's part of the life. That is part of the investigator's life.

What he does with it determines whether he is a careful

investigator or whether he is sloppy and shoul&1't be one.
I.' I'm sorry, if I am being a bore.

Q No. This is fine. But t thought of this, a fair question.

Now, here you are, you are having a very successful career at

the Rockefeller Institute. Can you tell me, or aetail to me,

the reason and the process of moving to Cincinnati. How did that
develop?

A Again, partly by accident, but· when the opportunity to go

to Cincinnati was offered to me, was presented t:ome, and I will
describe it in a moment. I had already built up certain--I
wouldn't call them resentments--but let us say certain aspects

"

I
·,.j

'.'

of my operations at the Institute that I wanted to be able~to

escape or change, that I was dissatisfied. Let me--one example
,4;."

',~

:~. ~.. .... ~~--.. ", .. -.~.... ~ ~ ~ -'PP_ -r-'-- ".. .
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is the one that I just referred to. When my accidental work with

pleuropneumonia like organisms indicated an extraordinary model,

or models, for human disease, and I began to study. I wanted 1:0

study whether or not it played a role in human disease, not only

was the hospital across, just like connected by a cat walk, the
I'

denied to me. I had to go outside to get specimens on rheumat.;i..c

fever and rheumatoid arthritis, and there was a hospital dedicated

to a study. But,also, a man whom I admired and revered, who 'sees

my work, jumps off without telling me anything, and even pup~ishes

an erroneous publication. I did not like that. I didn't like it

because, although I had done predominantly fundamental work 'in

search of understanding during my years, it was also directed at=-

it always had a human orientation ultimately to elucidate problems
in human disease. I was trained as a clinician, as a pathologist.

I wanted to have oppo rt.un.i,ties to combine more closely with

clinic and laboratory. So that was one thing I was on the l~~k-out
for.

Because there were also other developments during that,'
" ,

,period, because I was doing more and more work on polio, and."','

developing mechanisms for trying to und~rstand the human disease

more, it was during that period, '37, ~8, while I was at the

Rockefeller Institute, that the National Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis was established. While Paul De Kreuf, a man, who g~eatly

•

,
influenced my life was micro hunters years more than a decade..:

-, . . " .
bef6re, was one of the moving 'forces, together with,Basil O'Corinor

I "
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Tom Rivers was brought into this during that phase. Tom Rivers

began' to try to orient the National Foundation along the lines

of the operations of the Rockefeller Foundation. ;Tom Rivers

came up with the idea, or at least the proposal. He must have
.~"

talked it over with Paul De Kreuf, that it would be a good id~a

to broaden me so that I could ultimately make an attack on. ",

poliomyelitis with more modern tools.

So he carne up with a proposal that I go to Sweden to

Svedberg's laboratory in which the techniques for physical
.' ~chemistry, and particularly with the use of the centrifuge, ~

I
· e

I~

studying proteins, and probably viruses, was hiqhly de.velope9~

They had no people with viruses, knowing anything about virus~s

.in Svedberg's laboratory at the time. He cooked up a deal·.where

I would go to Sweden for three years and work in Svedberg's 'it ".:

, "

laboratory. The three years would be supported by the National

Foundation. I would work in that laboratory wich viruses •. SO

some of the people there would get to learn about viruses. I

would get to learn about the physical chemical techniques that

Svedberg, Tiselius were using and then I would corne back to the

United States. By that time it wou Ld-be 1941. You see, this

was a proposal in 1938, and a proper place would be found for me

where I would be able to continue and pursue a very methodical

approach in poliomyelitis research. That was one proposal I had,
which I was thinking about.

e At about the same time, a little later, earli in 1939, I

received a call from Dr. Avery from the Rockefeller Hospital who

I greatly admired, could I corne down and meet with some people.'

~-'-'
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I came down in my lab coat to a place near the library, and there

I was confronted with super stars of medical research in the

United States. In addition to Avery was Baird Hastings, A. M.

Richards, a great pharmecologist, and Goodpasture, who was,one

of my gods. And there were two people whom I didn't know. One

was Dr. Glenn Cullen, who used to work--I know his name. He ..

used to work with Van Slyke at the Rockefeller Hospital. The

other one was Dr. Graeme Mitchell, both of theDl from Cincinnati.

Well, as it turned out, these people, including Avery

were on the Scientific Board of Advisors of the Children's

Hospital Research Foundation in Cincinnati, which was actually

I part of the Department of Pediatrics of the Un"versity of

Cincinnati, and they had a good school. Glenn Cullen was a

great biochemist. They had decided that they should develop

virology and microbiology in their Research Foundation. They
1 ;

made me an offer to come there, to be an associate professor

in pediatrics, and to, and I would haveppportunities to work

in the clinic. I was given, not just one room which I had,

and people I could bring. In other ·words, I had an opportunity

but a whole group of laboratories and people who were there,

I·
to become my own head of a department with people to work with

I me and to develop a program of work. Furthermore, they would

set aside investigational wards. If I studied certain things,

if.you want to study rheumatoid arthritis, we have Still's
f/

follow them. If you are interested in central nervous system

disease in children. We can admit the children, study them,
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diseases, admit them, study them. This was very attractive. So,

j there I was with two offers. This was early 1939. Go to Sweden,

go to Cincinnati. I went out to Cincinnati and looked the place

over, and it looked very nice. Certainly it would giv~ me
work

opportunities for~which I didn't have at the ~Jckefeller. -I also

wanted to escape having all my work published with Peter Oletsky's

name--whom I loved, but it's a natural resentment •. That'_s_being

human, like everybody else. When I did work, I didn't want some-

body's else's name on it who had nothing to do with it. I told

you that was a resentment that was brewing with me. So, there

were a number of things that made me riPe for a change. When I

i'
had these two things, I went to Dr. Gasser. It was in May of 1939

or thereabouts, and told him of these opportunities that I had and

I had to make a decision.

"Why do you want to leave the Institute?'" says he to me.
Then I immediately knew there was something to talk about. Because

it was traditionally known at the Institute that when you came to

~director and you told him you had other offexs. If he didn't

want you at the Institute, he would say, "You know, those are-

really very good offers. You ought to consider them. You decide

between then." But when hE?-says to you, "Why do you want to
;(~JJA

leave the Institute?" don't take it.

I told him why, and he said "look, we'll make you an

associate member. We'll give you your own div:sion. You_can
ebe your own boss. I cannot do anything about the hopsi tal. ",

It was then that I decided, although there was also a difference
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in salary and whatnot, I decided the facilities that were offered'

to me in Cincinnati, offered opportunities for clinical and ..

laboratory research, which I wanted. I was strongly tempted to

go to Sweden. Frank Horsfall had just come back from spending

a year in Sweden. This was the pattern, you know, that Tom

Rivers had with his stable of people that he particUlarly liked.

In fact Horsfall said "Life in Upsalla was wonderful. y~u ought

to go AI." But the world war brewing, you see, with the nazi

I and whether war and that was going to start. So, it wasnt so

much that I was anxious about going off to Sweden and developing

new capabilities. If I had decided that, could have changed the

whole course of my subsequent life. But it was really my basic

clinical affinity. It was the affinity to not limit myself to

studying models in animals in the laboratory. But once I had

learned something from models in the laboratory, I wanted to have

an opportunity to utilize my training as a physician, as a

pathologist, to go myself to see how what I learned from the

models in animals could be used to elucidate problems in human

disease. I think that was perhaps the most important factor.

Since I was not given that opportunitT at the Rockefeller, I·

accepted the invitation at Cincinnati. I started in Cincinnati

really just after the outbreak of World War II in Europe. I

didn't get to Cincinnati u:t),.tilSeptember right after World War II

broke out in Europe. I must say that I never regretted this
"choice. I had wonderful opportunities to do things that I couldn't

.'

•. .~"~-"'l" .- • .-"1"""' •••.•• , - .•.•- •.•••- -.- -
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have done elsewhere. I couldn't possibly have proceeded with

the work on polio on the scale in which I did traveling around
';.

and doing autopsies on human beings within a sphere--this comes

later. I couldn't have done it certainly even if I had clinical
I .

facilities. At the Rockefeller. At least I don't think I

could have. I should also mention at this point another· factor.

That was a period when the Rockefeller Institu e did not accept

giants from any other place. The amount of money that I needed

to pursue the polio work in human beings at t.he time that I

wanted ~ aside for the rheumatoid arthritis, I was able to

get it from the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis

because Torn Rivers and Paul De Kreuf were not mad at me for, "

turning down their offer to go to Sweden. I was fully supported.

I was told I would be supported in my work on polio.

I set up special facilities for work there. That's how
the change was made.

Q Now, I'd like to talk about two things. The first thing,

human things, first I'd like to talk about some of the.peopJ,e who

,0"

were with you in Cincinnati, that is, not your laboratory; where

people like Graeme Mitchell, Cullen, --Charles ~lring, and t.he n' to
~ '-;.'

·talk about the composition, the first ~ that you assembled'
.~

in Cincinnati, and then the work that you did with this en±ng.

,.

I';'

1/
A Well let's first of all, take the people. Dr. Graem~'

Mitchell was a highly regarded pediatrician, in academic' , ",

pediatrics. He was the head of the department of Pediatrics at

the University of Cincinnati. He was the director of the
:j

I

I",;.
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Children's Hospital Research Foundation. He was the author of a

well-known text book in pediatrics. He worked very hard •. He

was a very charming person. His job was to be sort;of .1.~ the

bridge between the very fine hospital that was built and the
\

research foundation. I think it should be mentj.oned at this
/,

point that it wasn't just an ordinary set up because Procter,''''of

Procter and Gamble in Cincinnati, had provided em endowment of

5 million dollars only about ten years before. Out of which

I million dollars was used to build a research foundation laboratory.

So you could do a lot for a million dollars in t:hose days. ~emaining'

four million dollars were put into an endowment fund under the

direction of executives of the Procter and Gamble company, not

the university people.

While most University endowments went down the drain during

the depression which immediately followed Procter and Gamble

board of trustees kept this one growing and gTovTing. They used

it very wisely. They always plowed back a car tai.n amount of

the income. But they used the money chiefly to get w~s.

Those people then were able to get g~~f~ It was very

wisely done, and they had a good adv i.sory board , Graime Mitchell

chemist like Glenn Cullen, who at the time, got him several t

was the man, you see, who was in charge actually of this endow-

ment, and he was very fortunate in getting an outstanding bio-

years before I came, was professor of biochemis1:ry at Vanderbilt
"

University, he left a very important academic post to come and
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r;

head it up. I had very excellent relations with both Graeme

Mitchell and Glenn Cullen who really was responsible for the
I'

scientific activities of the Children's Hospital Research

Foundation. Most of the people. I would say practically all

the head people in the Children's Hospital Research Foundation'
!

- "I,

had also held appointments in the Department of Pediatrics . .

were clinically oriented. They were using either biochemistry

or something else as tools for clinical investigation. So I
~was right then, in the ~r that I liked.

I was given, really, a very-- Another thing that I should

say. There was a close social relationship. In New York City,

somebody who worked next poor to you, you probably never saw. You

came in the morning. You rushed for the commuter train to get

away. Where in Cincinnati suddenly introduced a different way of

life--a way of life that I must say after living for sixteen

years in New York City, having come from Patterson, New Jersey'

as a kid to go to college, I enjoyed much more because there is

a sort of--it had a big city advantages but a small town dividends.

I enjoyed this personal relationship very much. Now, people
.

who--I inherited certain personnel. One of them was Dr. DUffey,

Carl Duffey, who already had his--no wait a minute, did he have

his Ph.D. or maybe he got it with me. I don't quite remember.
I think he was a Master of Science. And another one was

.'

Barbara Johnson. She had a Master of Science degree in bacteriology.
"So I w.as given those two people, and I said, "UHe them as you

like. " "Make them part of your team. II In addi i:ion, I had my
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~c~_
right hand technician at the Rockefeller Institute, Isaac Ra8nen.

! .

I think he had a bachelor's degree--that's all, but he was--
,
;.

that's all I had. Isaac Rashen and I did all the work. He was

a good technician. I could rely on him. I made him an offer

to come to Cincinnati, and he came with me. I said I already,~"',.'

tried to get Isabel Morgan to come and she didn't for very good

reason. And the other person I tried to come with me was a

young fellow who had just gotten his Ph.D. from Columbia, was

Joel Warren. Joel Warren had worked on pleuropneumonia like

organisms quite another variety that he had run into at

Columbia. I think his thesis dealt with that. Because I was
and he

publishing already, two years, used to come and visit me at

the Rockefeller while he was still a candidate for the Ph.D.

Jo~l ~arren had classical training. He had his under-

graduate training at Yale and then his Ph.D. at Columbia. I

asked Joel Warren if he would come to work with me and he came.

I wanted him to come to work with me because I envisioned at

least three different avenues of research to pursue. One would

be concern with the role of pleuropneumonia like organisms in

human disease. I thought Joel Warren and Barbara Johnson Gould

continue on that. Two, I wanted to pursue work on polio and
,

diseases of the central nervous systems as they presented them~

selves in the clinic in general. How many of them could be~

let us say, identified with known infectious agents and a _

cliniCal, pathological, virological type of study .. The third

~~ o:.r..-=- '~"'rr:'~'-r-··""",'~ -.~ •. :-t:"'" ·••·••-·r., ~
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one in a sense was a continuation on certain circumstances of some

of my studies on so-called constitutional barriers to involv~~ent
,~! .

of the nervous systems by certain viruses. If I recall correctly,

this is something that would have to be checked, I think Carl"

Dufffy was a candidate for the Ph.D. degree. He needed a subject

for a thesis, and I suggested this to him, and he took it up ,

under my guidance, carried on studies in rats especially which,we
hadn't done before. I was also offered a professorship in

bacteriology in the Department of Bacteriology in addition to

being associate professor of pediatrics. But for reasons I will

not go into, I decided not to. At any rate, this was my starting

team. I did not have anybody to continue the work in polio that

I wanted to do. But then, a number of people were being sent to

,me as potential candidates by the head of the Department of
Pediatrics, at John Hopkins , and Park. That's how,
shortly after I became established in Cincinnati, Dr. Robert Ward

came to work with me, and we, with his excellent clinical back-

ground, because he had spent many years in residency at Harriet'

Lane Hospital at Hopkins, we began work on polio. Ward and -I

were the polio team, with Joel Warren and Barbara Johnson was

the PPLO team. Carl Duff~y carried on with the studies on con~

stitutional barriers--and then again, serendipity made me isolate

tox$plasma from two children tha~ carne in ~ith encephalitis.

'Isaac Ru8hman began to work with me and he continued the w~k on

toxic plasmosis. This was the starting team in 1939 to almost'1940

. ~, 1
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when I came to Cincinnati, and those were the lines of work that

I ·selected.

Q The interesting thing is that your laboratory almost at
~that time becomes a seetQr for all of the studies of toxoplasmosis

that go on throughout the united States.

A Nobody else--

Q I think there are, is one thing that I really would like

to talk about, and that's the beginning of compliment fixation

tests that you work out with Joel Warren on to~oplasma.

A This is such an incidental part of a larger problem--

complement fixation tests is such a small piece of the action

that I would prefer, if you don't mind, not to go into that

out of context. By itself, it has no meaning, and the real

contributions subsequently came, I mean to progress, in

toxoplasmosis allover the world, and there must be several

thousand publications on it now that I opened the door on, was

not that, but a new phenomenon that I observed in toxoplasma

that, and then someone else came to work with me on it, Harry

Feldman, who was working in my laboratory.

Q That's later.

A This part of the toxoplasma thing, and I frankly, I will

refuse to talk about the complement fix~tion with toxoplasma

because I think it's nothing. It's just a Li, tt.le mechanical

1

I,
I'

step along the way of a larger problem. It has no signif~cance
byii:self.
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Q But, by itself, I didn't say that it had--

A It is nothing--it's out of place in our present discussion.

It's out of place out of anything. It has a tiny place in a

discussion of the dsrve Lopman t; of the tools for ·the study of

toxoplasmosis. But by itself, it has no significance whatsoever.
It's a tool without significance.

Q We then speak of the development of the toxoplasmosis
work in the early years of your laboratory.

A Okay. This is alright. The toxoplasmosis work began, as

I said before, by accident at the Rockefeller Institute. It

assumed human significance beyond my original interests of it

being a big intra.cellular, obligate intracellular parasite by
t~the coincidence of the observations of Wolf and £llJ]en. Then

.I became involved, personally, in my interest, because ultimately,

through our collaboration, it became clear that toxoplasmosis

was the cause of a certain syndrome, at least a few cases, in

children who are born with, dead, at that time-·-that's all that

was known. They have damage to the brain, and damage to the,

eyes, and damage t~ certain organ!&, and toxoplaBma was the cause.

So, when I came to Cincinnati, I brogght of course

toxoplasma with me. We had learned how to pr-ese.rve it, how to

keep it. We had to maintain it constantly by passage. As I said,

one of my objectives was to study disease.sof the central nervous

system that weren't obviously bacterial. As chance would have it,
, WKcrY'1

two children with encephalitis of unknown ~~o~~ admitted to
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the Children's Hospital, and here I am a clinician now, and I am

studying these. They die. I take some of thej.r brain to search

for viruses. But I treat it in such a way t.hat. it's without

prejud~as to what I may get out. Instead of isolating a
virus t7P- came toxoplasma. So here is the f i.rst: isolation. of

toxoplasma not from a dead fetus that is born, but from a chiid,

a seven year old child that develops an encephalitis, is sick for

a month, dies, and I have this thing out.

Then we began to work with these strain~;, isolated not from

a guinea pig, but isola ted from man. Rushman wo rked with me on

that because Ruahman already had developed the technical expertise

when we worked--. What did we have to work with at the time?--in

toxoplasma. The only thing you could do with it was either to

passage it in mice or rats. You could innoculate it and have

lesions in the skin of rabbits. So we looked for a. test to

neutralize, for neutralizing antibodies to see if we could begin

to study toxoplasma in people who don't die. It was a terrific

struggle, in which I won't go into now, because it appeared that

sometimes you got" the neut.ra.li aat i.onjand sometimes you didn't

and again when I put all the data together, I came to realize

that we were dealing with not only antibody but we were dealing

also with some other components that was either present in too

small amounts or was lost on storage, complements like that.
"That all we had at first was this neutralization test in rabbits,

and with that we could already begin to show that human beings,

.I

_______________ . ----.J
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that mothers, for example, who gave birth to a baby with this

syndrome that came to be called toxoplasma encephalopathy, or

congenital toxoplasmosis, that they had antibodies. By ike. ;

crude method, if we took their undiluted serum and tested it

fresh or faJOzen against different concentrations of toxoplasma,

Then, later on, we looked for other

procedures, and again Joel Warren liked to sort. of play around ,.

with different diagnostic techniques. There welee problems in
1 •

seeing whether there would be complement fixinq antibodies., But
1ke.~l.LJ"CA.e

ultimately we ironed out the difficulties and found it also

complement fixing antibodies. Then the real bJ~eak through came

but even before that, actually, I began to study--and here I

)

am recalling, I don't know the exact progression--but as I

remember now--long before they came into being tests that reaily

opened wide the study of toxoplasmosis, just usi.nq this rabbit
.

test, I was in touch with a pediatricians and neurologists around

the United States, people in Chicago and Boston--

Q The fellow in Boston was Bronson Carbthers?

A Yes, because I knew Farber, and he introduced me to'various

people. I won't go into detail on this. It's part of the record.

What I was trying to determine was whether infants who had this

'infection in vitro always died. Or whether there were children

that had comparable manifestations, cerebral callcification,
I" hydrocephalus or microcephaly, certain lesions in the eyes, mental

"retardation, this , you see. WhethE!r children like

I,
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that that were in homes that were being followed, whether one could

show that they also had the infection. If you ~ested a cer~ain

number of normal children, let's say at that par t.LcuLar age, you

find nothing, but if you test them long after ~ley, let's say at

I··
one year, they've lost their maternal antibody, see whether they

have antibodies. And it turned out yes, that you could identify

the whole group of surviv~rs. Then it became clear by the use of

this neutralization test that congenital toxoplasmosis was not

necessarily fatal. That some were born alive and remained

vegetables, and then even looking around in our clinic, a six-

year old boy cmme into a Cincinnati clinic because his vision

was bad. He had chorioretinitis. No, no, his vision was bad.

That's all they knew. The teacher said he couldn I t read. He

.was examined and it was found that he had eye lesions. When an

X-ray of the skull was taken, calcification was found. He was

already six years old, and he turned out to have antibodies from

t~xoplasmosis. So then this led to a study of patients with

ju~t chorioretinitis, and the possibility arose, "Is it possible

that in some you have as a residue only the lesion in the eye?"

Well, step by step along with other things, we used this

limited neutralization test that we had, and weLe able to

establish that there was indeed a syndrome of congenital toxoplasmosis.
f~~

Some older ones had it, and of course other people then think .At).

that observed death due to toxoplasmosis in St. Louis as ~ field

more and more people began to work. Then we be,gan to use the

, .'
t-··-

~.•...~-
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complement fixation test, when it was really made specific of our -

work, and we could. have an addition tool. But still, I was looking

for other ways because that rabbit test just wasn't any good.

Again this shows almost this is a classic scientific·~

experience. I was remembering in the life of Pasteur how one

thing experienced led him to do something and then to something

else. When I was just a boy in medical school and an intern~~t

Bellevue Hospital, and developed a practical test for typing

pneumococci, I mixed the organisms with the serum and added

methylene blue to make the capsule stand out. I was playing

around with this procedure with toxoplasma when I had a peculiar

phenomenon appeared before my eyes. When I used fresh serum,

and mixed it with toxoplasma·that I got out from the peritoneal

fluid of the mouse, and incubated it and then put some methylene

blue out of a bottle on the desk, that the serum that had anti-

bodies and is measured by the rabbit test, created a picture that

was totally different from the control without serum. And from

control with normal serum. The normal serum and without serum

the methylene blue was taken up in a very nice way in the

cytoplasm. And the nucleus was not penetrated by the dye.

Whereas in the one with the fresh undiluted serum containing

antibodies, there was no dye taken up at all. That was a new

thing. At that time that Harry Feldman came to work at my

,laboratory. We were working on measles and some other th~ngs.
Q This was after the War?

A Yes. This was after the War. This aas 1948. I put Harry
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Feldman to work with me on this, because I had so many irons in

the fire by that time, it was terrific. Step by step" because

of my experience in different dyes that I had played bemore, I

worked out the underlying phenomena of what I reported together

with Harry Feldman as the cytoplasma modifying test for

All the factors that influenced it. This became a most readily

and widely used test with toxoplasmosis which to this day is

known as the Sabin test. That really opened up the

possibility for studying things in adults, and in all kinds of

other chemical phenomena, and then Harry Feldman and I

Q I don't want you to rush--

A became involved in .another study in which we studied eye

lesions and we studied other--children with different brain

involvement and were able to categorize different kinds of

congenital syndromes et~. etc. But at any rate, it was these

consequence of the early serendipity at the Rockefeller Institute

where the step by step pursuit in taking advantage of new things

and always sticking with it in the face of many other things that

led to the development first of the new scientific observation

of an effective serum on a large parasite, and the use of it for

practical purposes, and I think now there are thousands of

papers in the literature based entirely on the use of this test

to elucidate the problems of toxoplasmssis, which is a miniscule

problem compared by all the other things. But it seems to_

fascmnate you. You give medical investigators, seientific

investigators a tool, and thousands will flood in to use the

•• :.•.•~.- ..•.. ~ - - -.~-;" r-: •.
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tool simply because it is there. In my jUdgement, complete.ly

out of proportion of the importance of this problem that is l,", ,,;'

being investigated, simply because they have a 1:001 to use.
:'; .

.~..
, (' 'A number of erroneous publications and conclusions that come.?ut

as a result of this, but that is the way of the scientifiq '" .,

endeavor.

Q In the early years of your work on toxoplasmosis, did you

ever try to develop a therapy against it?

A Yes. Because while we were working with this, and when
~

we found the children with encephalitis. fffie Pinkerton .J;eported

the disease in an adults, fatal disease. It is rarely fatal in

adult. Joel Warren and I began to study different, the effect of

different drugs.in mice . au. .We discovered tae extraordl.nary effect

.of sulfonamides, special sulfonamides. That di~l subsequently

become a basis of attempted thJ~py, but it's not: a practically

useful thing. But we begame involved in a series of studies

which Joel Warren and I carried out jointly and published jointly

demonstrated for the first time the effects of a chemo-therapeutic

agent against tox~plasma.

Q Now the, what effect is it on research, especially when

you work with clinical things, to see this six year old, and the

horror of his life, or to see--

A Actually, his life wa-a·net a horror. We had a living"horror--

excuse me for interrupting you. We had a living' horror ors the
,

wards because we had admitted very early in our studies a child

who was admitted, I think first came on our wards at the age' of

.....~'r-'r.- ....._ ..•~.
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three months, and finally died at seven years. He was an absolute

vegetable. He was able to eat, but he had absolutely ~6 conception.

He was maintained on the wards. He could have died any number
"-~of times from interrre:Qcurrent infections. He finally did, and

he was transferred finally he got an infection of the flu~d-in

his big brain. That was a horror. This six year old boy was

an example, not of the horror because the only problem he had

was that he had a chorioretinitis in one eye, and he was able

to adjust with glasses, proper glasses, in the other eye because

the damage done to his brain was so small that chere was just

this little bit of calcification--his intelligence was not

affected. He developed perfectly alright. He was part ~: the

spectrum where the effect was minimal. Now, whe t.her in later

life he will come up with a reactivation of the lesion of his

eye and develop chorioretinitis; which became allother problem

that we studied is something else again. But you have--it was

after that, it was taken up by~-when this test was developed,

Eichenwald, who was still a student at Harvard, became interested

in our test, became learned. Then, when he wen1: to Cornell, in

his pediatric residency, he made really' quite excellent contribu-
I(.~

tions ~ theuse of this test to study the spectrum of manifestations

of this disease in children.

Many things were learned as a result of being given a

tool in the hands of careful investigators.

Q I think at this point we can stop because we are almost

out of tape.

....••. -...,.,-


